
 
 

C A P S T O N E  P R O J E C T  P R O P O S A L  G U I D E L I N E S  

Virginia Tech’s Computational Modeling and Data Analytics (CMDA) Division invites proposals for 
its Capstone Project course (CMDA 4864), a required senior-level class for CMDA majors. 

In the Capstone Project course, teams of three or four students spend the semester tackling an open-
ended, client-driven project. Ideally each team works on a different problem, so the class benefits from 
seeing the particular challenges that arise in a variety of projects.  In addition to the technical aspects 
of the project, students are mentored in teamwork, project management, and technical leadership. 
Through the lens of their particular projects, the teams also consider the ethical aspects of data science 
and mathematical modeling. 

The CMDA Division seeks partners from business, government, and from the Virginia Tech 
community to serve as sponsors for our capstone projects. These projects should not be theoretical 
research projects within statistics or applied mathematics, but could be inspired by research questions 
from other disciplines (e.g., using data science to illuminate research questions in engineering, 
finance, the humanities, or public health). 

A sponsorship donation of $5000 per team is requested.  The resources will contribute toward team 
needs (e.g., software, supplies) and class expenses, and support the CMDA major.  Donations will be 
solicited after the sponsor’s project has been assigned to a team. 

For our planning, it will be most helpful to receive proposals by Friday, December 18, 2020, but all 
proposals submitted by Friday, January 8, 2021 will receive full consideration. Team assignments 
will be finalized by Monday, February 1.  To propose a project, please complete this short form: 

https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b44flqHSlgWE0m1  . 

Please feel free to contact Prof. Mark Embree (embree@vt.edu) or Prof. Fred Faltin (ffaltin@vt.edu) 
to discuss potential project ideas. 

 
P R O P O S A L  E L E M E N T S  ( C O L L E C T E D  B Y  T H E  F O R M  L I N K E D  A B O V E )  

1. Project Sponsor.  List the sponsoring organization and the individual point-of-contact. 

2. Contact Details.  List email and phone contact information for the primary client. 

3. Project Summary.  Give a concise (1–2 sentence) summary of the project (i.e., the “question” or 
“challenge” referred to below). 

4. Project Description.  Provide additional details about the project (either text or PDF upload).  
This description (200–300 words is ideal) should address the following elements. (a) Elaborate on 
the question or challenge. Delineate the scope as much as possible.  (b) Why is the project 
important to your organization?  (c) What data sets or existing models can you provide to the 
team?  (d) What prior work has been done on this project? (e) Do the students require special 
skills (e.g., facility with a specific programming language or software platform; background in 
biology, economics, etc.)? 

5. Expectations.  Describe what you expect from a successful project.  Beyond the final project 
report and presentation, do you seek any other deliverables? 

6. Special Requirements or Constraints. Specify any specialized background students need. Will 
students need to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement, conform to HIPAA restrictions, meet 
citizenship requirements, or have restricted access to your data? 

https://virginiatech.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b44flqHSlgWE0m1
mailto:embree@vt.edu
mailto:ffaltin@vt.edu


B A C K G R O U N D  O N  T H E  C A P S T O N E  C O U R S E  
 

When developing project proposals, the following background might be helpful. 

 

• A Question or Challenge.  Many of the best projects start with a concise question.  “How should 
we best deploy medical workers to reach the population of Malawi?”  “How many Americans died 
from the Russian flu epidemic in 1889 – 1890?”  “Can we identify a tuberculosis bacterium in an 
image of a sputum sample?” “What is the economic impact of open source software?”  Others start 
with an open-ended challenge.  “Develop an algorithm to advise students how to choose among 
campus dining options according to personal food preferences and daily dietary targets.” 
(Projects must not be prescriptive about methodology. For example, “Use support vector 
machines to classify this brain tumor data set” does not give the team sufficient freedom to 
identify, assess, and select a solution strategy.) 

• Scale. The projects should be scaled to a level where a team of 3–4 students can make significant 
progress over one semester, with good likelihood of arriving at some definitive result.  (Successful 
projects might well spin off into new projects for subsequent semesters.) 

• Scope. The projects should lend themselves to several different potential solution strategies.  Each 
team will (a) develop project requirements, in consultation with the client; (b) brainstorm 
modeling/analysis solutions; (c) score how the solutions meet requirements; (d) select the most 
suitable solution; (e) implement the solution; (f) present their solution to the client. 

• Background and Data.  The client should provide the team with background knowledge about 
the problem, and how to access representative data.  Data might be incomplete and messy; the 
teams anticipate some nontrivial data cleaning.  The data may be acquired by the team from 
publicly available sources, or provided by the client.  In the latter case, the client might wish to 
anonymize data before distributing it to the team, or require the team to sign a nondisclosure 
agreement to handle proprietary data. 

• Client Meetings.  The client should be available to meet with the team at least once every two 
weeks (typically virtually). Scheduling weekly meetings is preferred, on the understanding that 
such meetings might sometimes be unnecessary and therefore deferred. Should the team drift off 
track or fail to produce timely results, the client should point this out to the team and notify the 
course instructors. 

• CMDA Mentor Meetings. In addition to the client, each team will identify a mentor within the 
community of CMDA faculty and graduate students with related expertise. The team will seek 
out this mentor periodically for technical insight to support the solution strategy. While the 
mentor can point the team toward techniques, algorithms, or software, the mentor should not 
participate in the project at a deeper level. 

• Final Presentation.  At the end of the semester, each team will summarize their findings in a 15-
minute class presentation.  Clients are invited to attend these presentations, and/or ask the team 
to repeat the presentation for the client’s organization. 

• Final Report.  Each team will also develop a final report that summarizes their problem-solving 
process and presents the final results.  The team should send the client a copy of this report. 

• Evaluation.  In addition to their written assignments and oral presentations, the teams will also 
evaluate their team contributions via the CATME peer-evaluation system. Clients will have an 
opportunity to provide feedback on team performance to the instructors. 
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The best work in CMDA does not typically begin as beautiful theory developed in vague hope of eventual 
application: rather, some problem (rooted in engineering, physics, biology, economics, social science, 
healthcare, finance, business, government, or beyond) needs solving, and the computational scientist 
selects – or invents – those analytical and computational tools best suited to the challenge at hand. 

This course puts an applied problem front-and-center. You will devote the entire semester in pursuit of its 
solution. You will draw on the breadth of your CMDA education (and other background skills) to find the 
proper tools, learning new techniques as the challenge demands. Your problem will be neither clean nor 
simple; there is no answer in the back of some book. Yet you will not be alone in this process: you will work 
in a team, ideally with students possessing complementary strengths. The client for your project will help 
your team understand the essential goals, just as local mathematical and statistical experts can provide 
valuable insight as you pursue a solution.  

CMDA 4864 is a design course: We organize our work around a methodical project management paradigm, 
a procedure for identifying requirements, brainstorming solutions, rationally selecting best strategies 
among those solutions, and developing viable prototypes (implemented in computer simulations).  

The clients for our projects come from diverse corners of campus and beyond. They have high expectations 
of you. In many cases, this is their first experience working with a CMDA Capstone team: your success will 
build relationships that will help future CMDA students. A number of our past clients have hired members 
of the teams they mentored.  

You should find this class should be a rich experience that draws together many aspects of your CMDA 
education, but everything depends on the effort you devote to the project and your generosity as a team 
member. 

This semester our class will, of necessity, be conducted somewhat differently from past years. Under the 
present circumstances, our plan for Spring Capstone is for each student to attend class in person at least 
once per week.  We have been assigned a classroom which will allow low density, socially distanced 
attendance in the manner directed by the University’s health guidelines.  For now, we will continue to 
require students to wear masks in class, and adhere to social distancing guidelines. Those students not in 
the classroom on a given day will attend a virtual, synchronous session during the assigned class period. 
Adaptations to the foregoing will be made as the semester progresses, to maximize value of the class 
experience, while conforming to university health and safety guidelines. 

We believe that the mix of in person and online learning will maximize the learning experience for all of our 
students, as they prepare to launch their careers in leading organizations whose operations will, most likely, 
mirror these very same modalities in the workplace. 

Virginia Tech’s motto is Ut Prosim, which we translate as That I May Serve. More than most courses, 
Capstone gives you a chance to put our campus ethos to work in the classroom. Please keep that mentality 
of service in mind as you collaborate with your team. 

Any student who becomes ill during the semester must notify us as soon as possible (e.g., via email). 

Any student with special needs or circumstances requiring accommodation in this course is encouraged 
to contact the instructors during the first week of class, as well as Virginia Tech’s SSD Office. We will 

ensure that these needs are appropriately addressed. 



CLASS POLICIES  • SPRING 2021 
Policies may be adapted if Virginia Tech changes its modality for instruction mid-semester. 

 

Objectives CMDA 4864 students learn a methodical process for tackling open-ended application problems. Working 
in a team, students also address the ethics of data science, leadership, and project management.  

Outcomes Upon completing this course, students should be able to: 
(1) Express an application problem using mathematical/statistical language; 
(2) Brainstorm solution approaches and rationally select among them; 
(3) Implement the solution in thoroughly-tested software; 
(4) Understand the project’s ethical considerations; 
(5) Effectively present the project’s outcomes and shortcomings; 
(6) Exercise project management skills and effectively contribute to a team;  
(7) Interact with a client and deliver the project’s outcomes.  

Meetings CRN 21118: Monday/Wednesday 2:30–3:45pm, location TBD.  
+ Students will attend class in person at least once each week (mostly on Wednesdays); masks are 
    required.  On days we are not in class, students will attend virtually during class hours. 
+ Each student must (virtually) meet with an instructor by January 29th. 
+ Students must attend (virtually) several evening events: Midterm presentations,  
    one night in March 9-11; Tools & Techniques Workshop on Thursday 1 April. 

Communication Course materials and announcements will be distributed via Canvas. 

Instructors Mark Embree (embree@vt.edu) and Fred Faltin (ffaltin@vt.edu) 
Office hours by appointment.  Please email to set up at time. 

GTAs TBD 
The GTAs will also hold office hours by appointment.  Please email to set up a time. 

Grades 20% : Technical memos (four team assignments) 
10% : Individual memos (two assignments) 
20% : Team presentations (three: midterm, tools & techniques, final) 
20% : Participation (CATME, team participation, client relations, active attendance) 
30% : Project results and final report 
Scores of at least 90, 80, 70, and 60 guarantee grades of at least A−, B−, C−, and D−.  

Grade Policy Students will be evaluated on their active participation in their teams and with their clients, through 
graded written and oral assignments throughout the semester, informed by peer assessment. Grades are 
also based on the project’s technical content and communication of that content.  
Any student who disengages from his or her team should expect to fail the class.  

Honor Code Most course assignments will be completed in teams: collaboration is essential. Peer evaluations 
must be conducted honestly. All reference sources must be properly cited. Be honest about 
limitations of your models and never fake or censor data. In all dealings with peers, clients, and 
mentors, students must uphold the highest ethical standards, abiding by our Honor Code: “As a 
Hokie, I will conduct myself with honor and integrity at all times. I will not lie, cheat, or steal, nor 
will I accept the actions of those who do.”  

Absence Policy Students are expected to attend all classes, actively participate in their groups, and attend team 
meetings outside of class. Team contributions will be assessed using the CATME peer assessment 
tool. Absences frequent in number or without prior notice will affect the participation grade.  

 
  

mailto:embree@vt.edu
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE •  SPRING 2021 

 
20 Jan W Class 1:  Welcome, logistics, project pitches (online) 
22 Jan F Due:  Project Selection Survey 
25 Jan M Class 2:   Ethics Presentation         
27 Jan W Class 3:   Ethics Discussion / TM guidelines               
29 Jan F  Due:  Students must meet with an instructor by this date 
1 Feb M Class 4 
3 Feb W Class 5  
4 Feb H  Due:  TM #1 [Project Description; Client Meeting] 
8 Feb M Class 6 

10 Feb W Class 7    
11 Feb H  Due:  TM #2 [Design Criteria, Brainstorming Solutions] 
15 Feb M Class 8 
17 Feb W Class 9    
22 Feb M Class 10 Due 12 noon:  TM #3 [Design Eval/Gantt Charts] 
24 Feb W Class 11 In-class Elevator Pitches 
1 Mar M Class 12  
3 Mar W Class 13 
9 Mar T MIDTERM PRESENTATIONS (12 minutes; online, in the evening) 

through  Class does not meet this week, but students must attend one evening of presentations. 
11 Mar H Each team must attend a presentation coaching session at least one day before they present. 
15 Mar M Class 14  
17 Mar W “Spring Break” day—no class 
19 Mar F Due: CATME #1 
22 Mar M Class 15 
24 Mar W Class 16 
25 Mar  H Due: IM #1 [Reflection on Project Ethics] 
29 Mar M Class 17 
31 Mar W 15-minute online coaching sessions for Tools & Techniques presentation 

1 Apr H TOOLS & TECHNIQUES PRESENTATIONS (15 minutes; online, in the evening) 
5 Apr M Class 18 
7 Apr W Class 19  
8 Apr H Due: CATME #2 

12 Apr M Class 20 
14 Apr W Class 21 
15 Apr H  Due:  TM #4 [Preliminary Results] 
19 Apr M Class 22 
21 Apr W Class 23 
26 Apr M “Spring Break” day—no class 
28 Apr W Class 24 
29 Apr H  Due: IM #2 [Reflection on Teamwork and Leadership] 
3 May M Class 25 
5 May W Optional class:  informal advising for final report, presentations Due: Final Project Reports 
7 May F FINAL PRESENTATIONS (20 minutes; online, daytime) 

through  Each team must attend a presentation coaching session at least one day before they present. 
12 May W  Due:  CATME #3 
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NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION TO UNITED STATES NEWS WIRE SERVICES 
OR FOR DISSEMINATION IN THE UNITED STATES 

 
Skeena Closes Oversubscribed Private Placement 

 
Vancouver, BC (April 10, 2019) Skeena Resources Limited (TSX.V: SKE, OTCQX: SKREF) 
(“Skeena” or the “Company”) is pleased to report that it has closed its private placement of common 
shares of the Company (the “Offering”) announced on April 2, 2019, subject to the final acceptance 
of the TSX Venture Exchange. The Company issued 5,194,805 common shares at a price of C$0.385 
per common share for gross proceeds of C$2,000,000. 

 
The net proceeds of the Offering will be used to fund advancement of the Company’s Eskay Creek 
Project and for working capital purposes. The securities issued under the Offering will be subject to a 
statutory hold period expiring August 11, 2019. A total of C$65,975 was paid in finders’ fees. 
 
This news release does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any of the 
securities in the United States. The securities have not been and will not be registered under the 
United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”) or any state securities 
laws and may not be offered or sold within the United States or to U.S. Persons unless registered 
under the U.S. Securities Act and applicable state securities laws or an exemption from such 
registration is available. 
 
About Skeena 
Skeena Resources Limited is a junior Canadian mining exploration company focused on developing 
prospective precious and base metal properties in the Golden Triangle of northwest British Columbia, 
Canada. The Company’s primary activities are the exploration and development of the past-producing 
Snip and Eskay Creek mines, both optioned from Barrick. In addition, the Company has completed a 
Preliminary Economic Assessment on the GJ copper-gold porphyry project. 
 
On behalf of the Board of Directors of Skeena Resources Limited, 
 

 
 

 
Walter Coles Jr. 
President & CEO 
 
 
Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements 
Certain statements made and information contained herein may constitute “forward looking information” and “forward 
looking statements” within the meaning of applicable Canadian and United States securities legislation. These statements 
and information are based on facts currently available to the Company and there is no assurance that actual results will 
meet management’s expectations.  Forward-looking statements and information may be identified by such terms as 
“anticipates”, “believes”, “targets”, “estimates”, “plans”, “expects”, “may”, “will”, “could” or “would”.  Forward-looking 
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